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The Board of Directors and staff of UNITED WAY HONDURAS expresses its gratitude to                            
the donors who made their contribuitions through the Global Giving Platform for the generous 
and invaluable support provided to the families affected by hurricanes ETA and IOTA.   

 Through this donation, UNITED WAY HONDURAS with the support of other privade                                    
organizations and community volunteers was able to provide to 1,922 affected families with a 
basic kit that included: 

- Food for a family of 5 people for 15 days. 
- A 2-burner electric stove 
- Cleaning products 
- Basic household items 
- Biosafety supplies
- Clothes 
- Blanket
- Bed
- Frige

Your support brought relief to the affected families in the communities of Villanueva, Choloma, 
Chamelecón, La Lima, Rivera Hernández, Cofradía and Naco, most of whom lost all their                           
belongings during the hurricanes and are still working to make their communities and homes 
habitable again. 

 Thank you for trust in our organization to deliver humanitarian aid to those who need it most. 

 

LIVE UNITED, LET'S STAY UNITED!!!
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 GLOBAL IMPACT 

FOOD PACKAGES DELIVERED

  
 

(43 POUNDS)
1,922

82,323.26 POUNDS

DIRECT BENEFICIARIES 9,610

COMMUNITIES AND INSTITUTIONS
BENEFITED

   
 15

FOOD RATIONS DELIVERED 

STOVES AND BASIC HOUSEHOLD
ITEMS
 

PIECES OF NEW CLOTHING 
AND BLANKETS

 

 

288,300
 

1,748
 

15,200

= 
39.38

 

TONS
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“Many small people, in small 
places, doing small things 
can change the world.” 

Eduardo Galeano


